
 
Highsett,  Cambridge CB2 1NZ 



58 Highsett 
Cambridge 
CB2 1NZ 
 
A spacious, modern three storey town house in 
an exclusive city centre garden environment. 
 

 Cloakroom 

 Superbly fitted kitchen/dining room 

 First floor open plan living room 

 Versatile third bedroom 

 2 Double bedrooms on top floor 

 High quality fitted shower room 

 En suite sauna 

 Plenty of fitted storage 

 Attractive patio garden 

 Garage 

 
Price:  £795,000 
 

 

   



 

 

 

LOCATION Highsett is an exclusive award winning scheme 
carried out in the 1960s in beautfully landscaped private 
gardens right in the heart of the city. It is situated between 
Hills Road and Tenison Avenue and is just a few minutes 
walk from the railway station in one direction and the main 
shopping/business centre of Cambridge in the other. It was 
originally designed and built for Span Developments and 
comprises a group of apartments together with a number of 
town houses of varying sizes and highly individual design. 
The scheme is unique in the way it provides a peaceful 
green oasis in an otherwise densely populated area.  
 
THE PROPERTY Number 58 is one of the larger properties 
in the scheme and is a three storey town house which has 
recently been extensively refurbished to bring the 
accommodation fully up-to-date while retaining the 
character of the original Span concept. The works include 
high quality fixtures and finishes and the many interesting 
features include the provision of spacious, practical and 
unobtrusive storage areas, a Finnmark bespoke 2 person 
en suite sauna and an ingenious hinged partition between 
the third bedroom and the living area. There is an Leicht 
German kitchen, Duravit sanitary ware, Junckers hardwood 
flooring and an interior colour scheme designed by Farrow 
and Ball. The pretty walled garden provides peace and 
seclusion and there is a garage.  
 
DIRECTIONS The entrance to Highsett is at the bend in 
Tenison Avenue . Number 58 is in the terrace in front of you 
as you enter.  
 
ENTRANCE LOBBY with cupboard with plumbing and 
space for washing machine and dryer, glazed door to 
entrance hall and door to  
 
CLOAKROOM with hand basin with cupboard below, wc, 
heated tubular towel rail, stone tiled floor and walls and gas 
Vaillant Ecotec combi-boiler.  
 
ENTRANCE HALL with hardwood flooring, radiator and 
cupboard under stairs  
 
KITCHEN/DINING/FAMILY ROOM 13' 1" x 14' 5" (3.99m x 
4.39m) widening to 25' (7.62m) with Leicht German kitchen 
with extensive range of cupboard and drawers, integral 
sink, Miele 900mm induction hob, Miele Dishwasher, AEG 
full height fridge, SMEG full height freezer, Neff double 
oven and microwave, built in cook's workstation/larder, 
feature vertical radiator, fitted storage units and shelving, 
wall and spot lights, hardwood flooring, full height windows 
and glazed door to garden.  

 
FIRST FLOOR 
 
IMPRESSIVE LIVING ROOM 14' 4" x 13' 1" (4.37m x 
3.99m) with hardwood flooring, feature vertical radiator, wall 
lights, extensive fitted book/display shelves and full height 
windows overlooking the rear garden.  
 
INNER LANDING  with staircase ro second floor 
 
FRONT BEDROOM 3 10' 9" x 7' 2" (3.28m x 2.18m) plus 
cupboard recess with hardwood flooring, full height window, 
radiator and sheving.  
 
NOTE Bedroom 3 has an ingenious fitted bed which folds 
up vertically and the hinged partition to which it is attached 
opens to create, together with the living room, a light and 
open reception area.  
 
SECOND FLOOR   
 
LANDING  
 
REAR BEDROOM 1 9' 6" x 9' 1" (2.9m x 2.77m) min with 
hardwood flooring, radiator, mono pitch ceiling, en suite 
Finnmark bespoke 3kw 2 person sauna with timer control, 
thermometer, hygrometer and sand timer, walk-in wardrobe 
with lighting.  
 
FRONT BEDROOM 2 10' 4" wardrobe front x 9' 6" (3.15m x 
2.9m) with pull out wardrobe/storage cupboards with 
hanging rails, drawers and lighting, radiator, hardwood 
flooring, mono pitch ceiling.  
 
HIGH QUALITY SHOWER ROOM a wet room with 
Mandarin Stone limestone tiled walls and flooring, Mira 
Vision electronic remote control shower, hand basin with 
storage drawer below, wc, rooflight, extractor, 2 heated 
towel rails/radiators  
 
OUTSIDE   
 
Small private front garden area with a variety of shrubs.  
 
Delightful secluded patio garden at the rear with paving, 
pond and a wide variety of shrubs, fully walled and fenced 
with a rear gate opening to the shared communal garden 
areas. External brick garden store.  
 
SINGLE GARAGE in nearby block with electric opener, 
lighting and power.  



     
 
SERVICES All main services, BT and Virgin Media 
connections are available.  
 
COUNCIL TAX BAND E  
 
TENURE The property is freehold  
 
VIEWING By arrangement with Pocock & Shaw  
. 
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58 Highsett, Cambridge, CB2 1NZ 

Agent's note: (i) Unless otherwise stated on the front page the information contained within these 
particulars has been provided and verified by the owner or his/her representative(s) and is 
believed to be accurate. All measurements are approximate.  (ii) The vendor(s) reserve(s) the 
right to remove any fixtures, fittings, carpets, curtains or appliances unless specific arrangements 
are made for their inclusion in the sale.  (iii) None of the electrical, heating or plumbing systems 
have been tested 
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